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Abstract. We present results from a global Mars time-dependent MHD

simulation under constant solar wind and solar radiation impact consider-

ing inherent magnetic field variations due to continuous planetary rotation.

We calculate the 3-D shapes and locations of the bow shock (BS) and the

induced magnetospheric boundary (IMB) and then examine their dynamic

changes with time. We develop a physics-based, empirical algorithm to ef-

fectively summarize the multi-dimensional crustal field distribution. It is found

that by organizing the model results using this new approach, the Mars crustal

field shows a clear, significant influence on both the IMB and the BS. Specif-

ically, quantitative relationships have been established between the field dis-

tribution and the mean boundary distances and the cross section areas in

the terminator plane for both of the boundaries. The model-predicted rela-

tionships are further verified by the observations from the NASA Mars At-
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mosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission. Our analysis shows that

the boundaries are collectively affected by the global crustal field distribu-

tion, which, however, cannot be simply parameterized by a local parameter

like the widely used subsolar longitude. Our calculations show that the vari-

ability of the intrinsic crustal field distribution in MSO itself may account

for ∼60% of the variation in total atmospheric loss, when external drivers

are static. It is found that the crustal field has not only a shielding effect for

atmospheric loss, but also an escape-fostering effect by positively affecting

the transterminator ion flow cross section area.

Keypoints:

• The Mars crustal field has a clear, significant influence on both the IMB

and the BS.

• The global crustal field distribution collectively affects IMB and BS lo-

cations.

• The crustal field has both shielding and escape-fostering effects for at-

mospheric loss.
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1. Introduction

With respect to the study of solar wind-planet interactions, Mars is a particularly unique

subject, which has no intrinsic dipole magnetic field to shield against the impinging solar

wind but has highly nonuniformly distributed crustal magnetic anomalies [Acuna et al.,

1998]. The relatively intense crustal magnetic field in the Martian Southern Hemisphere

has been reported to have disturbing effects on the ionosphere [e.g., Krymskii et al., 2004;

Gurnett et al., 2005; Withers , 2009; Andrews et al., 2015; Dubinin et al., 2016] and on

plasma boundary locations [e.g., Crider et al., 2002; Brain et al., 2005; Edberg et al.,

2008; Fang et al., 2015]. The potential importance of the crustal field on large-scale

atmospheric erosion has also been recognized particularly recently [Ma et al., 2004; Fang

et al., 2010a, b; Brain et al., 2010; Nilsson et al., 2011; Ma et al., 2014b; Brecht and

Ledvina, 2014; Hara et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2015; Fang et al., 2015].

The bow shock (BS) and the induced magnetospheric boundary (IMB) or magnetic

pileup boundary (MPB) reflect separation and interchange between the solar wind and

planetary plasma. Despite numerous studies in the field, it is still poorly understood how

(and even whether) the crustal field controls the location and shape of the boundaries.

For the MPB/IMB, which are commonly interchangeably used as the lower boundary of

the magnetosheath, there is a general consensus that the boundary tends to be displaced

at higher altitudes over the stronger crustal field regions [Crider et al., 2002; Ma et al.,

2004; Brain et al., 2005; Dubinin et al., 2008; Edberg et al., 2008, 2009; Fang et al., 2015].

This provides strong evidence that the MPB/IMB is significantly affected by the crustal
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field. By contrast, the influence of the crustal field on the BS location remains much less

well established. There are seemingly contradictory findings in the literature.

For instance, Mazelle et al. [2004] and Edberg et al. [2008] found that the Mars Global

Surveyor (MGS) crossings of the BS were consistently located farther away from the sur-

face in the Southern Hemisphere than in the Northern Hemisphere. This is often explained

by the fact that the crustal field strength is significantly higher in the south, implying

the crustal field control of the BS. However, these studies at the same time found no

apparent dependence of the boundary height either on the subsolar longitude or on the

longitude of the observational sites. The insignificant subsolar longitude dependence has

also been reported by Slavin et al. [1991], Vignes et al. [2002], and Halekas et al. [2017].

Using Mars Express measurements, Edberg et al. [2009] investigated the dependence of the

boundaries on the local crustal field strength. By examining the relationship between the

extrapolated MPB and BS terminator distances and the locally averaged crustal magnetic

pressure around sub-spacecraft points at 400 km altitudes, they obtained a strong corre-

lation for the MPB but again a very weak correlation for the BS. An important question

is naturally raised as to whether the crustal field is able to extend its control beyond the

MPB/IMB to efficiently impact the BS, which is located at higher altitudes and seems

more directly exposed to the solar wind than to the crustal field at the Mars surface. The

puzzle is, if the crustal field does control the BS, then why is there a lack of longitudinal

or subsolar longitudinal dependence given the significantly inhomogeneous crustal field

distribution? If it does not, then what processes sustain the north-south asymmetry of

the BS location?
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We examine the limitations of the old methodologies. First, the global crustal field dis-

tribution, which collectively affects the solar wind-Mars interaction and the boundaries

(at least for the MPB/IMB), can not be simplistically represented by a single point posi-

tion, no matter whether it is the subsolar point, the sub-spacecraft point, or the strongest

crustal field location. It is obvious that these single point positions as adopted by the

previous correlation analysis only partly reflect but cannot describe the 3-D Mars orien-

tation with respect to the Sun. Therefore, the previously reported absence of a significant

longitudinal or subsolar longitudinal dependence of the BS location does not necessar-

ily indicate the absence of a strong influence of the crustal field. Second, the Edberg

et al. [2009] work implies that the BS location may not be explained solely by the local

crustal field strength. There is a need for investigating the potential relationship between

boundary positions and the crustal magnetic field distribution over a broad surface area.

Previous observational and numerical results have been interpreted as suggesting that

the Mars crustal field exerts a shielding effect by standing off the solar wind flow. However,

such a simple picture is challenged by the very recent time-dependent MHD studies of Ma

et al. [2014b] and Fang et al. [2015], in which the upstream solar wind is quiet and stable

and the MHD equations are solved with the global crustal field continuously rotating

with the planet. For the specific solar minimum case, the diurnal variation exhibits two

maximums and two minimums in atmospheric loss, with the amplitude as high as ∼20%

for O+ and ∼50% for O+
2 and CO+

2 . The variation when the strongest crustal field region

rotates on the dayside is generally consistent with the shielding effect, but great ion loss

perturbation of comparable amplitude also occurs when the primary crustal source rotates

in the Mars wake and the dayside crustal magnetic field remains weak and quasi-static.
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The latter phase of the ion loss variation is unexpected and, more importantly, opposite

to the dayside shielding effect.

In a further analysis by Fang et al. [2015], it is revealed for the first time that the crustal

field controls global atmospheric escape mainly through the combination of two simulta-

neously occurring processes. One of the processes, which has been widely discussed, is the

dayside magnetic shielding effect that protects the Martian ionosphere/atmosphere from

the penetrating solar wind and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). There is a negative

correlation, and the higher dayside crustal pressure leads to the weaker solar wind mass

loading and atmospheric stripping. The other control process, which has not been re-

vealed before, is an escape-fostering effect and manifests itself by affecting the day-night

connection. The MHD results show that the cross section area of the IMB at the ter-

minator is an excellent proxy of the effective areas of transterminator flow for all major

planetary heavy ions, showing a strong positive correlation within the entire rotation pe-

riod. When the strongest crustal field region rotates onto the nightside (i.e., when the

dayside shielding becomes stable), there is a strong correlation in the variation pattern

between the IMB cross section area and the globally integrated atmospheric loss rates.

Therefore, the crustal field also plays a positive role in enhancing atmospheric erosion

by regulating the boundary locations. While the dependence of the crustal field control

(specifically the escape-fostering effect) on its spatial distribution is not yet quantified,

these emerging more accurate, non-steady-state calculations provide a closer-to-reality

view of the solar wind-Mars interaction and thus represent a promising approach to look

into the near-Mars space environment in a dynamic manner. As a follow up to the work

of Fang et al. [2015], the focus of the current study is on a quantitative understanding of
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how the plasma boundaries are controlled by the crustal magnetic field so that a direct

relationship can be established connecting the low-altitude crustal field distribution and

globally integrated atmospheric loss.

While there are few measurements of the transterminator flow particularly at low ener-

gies at Mars (see Franz et al. [2010] and references therein), the transterminator ion flux at

Venus [e.g., Knudsen et al., 1980, 1982] has been found to be related with the ionopause

location sunward of the terminator. For example, Cravens et al. [1982] reported that

the Venusian nightside ionosphere was greatly depleted under intense solar wind dynamic

pressure, and attributed to the dayside ionopause being located at lower altitudes. Miller

and Knudsen [1987] established a statistical positive relationship for Venus between the

ionopause altitude and the nightside ionospheric density, the latter of which was thought

to be regulated by the plasma supply from the dayside. Brace et al. [1995] pointed out

that the excess nightward flow at Venus in association with the elevated ionopause un-

der low solar wind dynamic pressure may lead to greater ion escape. These Venusian

findings on the terminator “nozzle” control of the day-night plasma transport [Whitten

et al., 1991] are similar to the Mars crustal field effect near the terminator. However, the

Martian situation is much more complex than that at Venus due to the combination of the

positive escape-fostering effect and the negative shielding effect from the inhomogeneous

crustal field.

2. 3-D MHD Model of Mars

Our main numerical tool is the 3-D multispecies, single-fluid MHD model described by

Ma et al. [2004] and continuously developed since then. In the present work, the same

simulation case as in Ma et al. [2014b] and Fang et al. [2015] is adopted for detailed
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examination. The model is configured to mimic a quiet case during 16 May 2005, when

Mars was near the Northern Hemisphere autumn equinox (solar longitude Ls=211.8).

Specifically, the upstream solar wind plasma is quiet and stable, with a density of 4 cm−3,

a velocity of 400 km/s, and thus a dynamic pressure of 1.07 nPa. The IMF follows the

typical Parker spiral orientation of 56◦ at Mars with a magnitude of 3 nT, that is, (BX ,

BY , BZ)=(1.6, -2.5, 0) nT in the classic Mars-centered Solar Orbital (MSO) coordinate

system. The background atmosphere and the solar EUV condition (for photoionization

calculation) are appropriate for solar minimum. In the model, the intrinsic crustal field is

described using the Arkani-Hamed [2001] model, and is updated every 4 min as the planet

rotates. The Martian rotational axis is tilted with a direction of (-0.23, -0.36, 0.9) in MSO,

a realistic value for 16 May 2005. The MHD model runs for 26 hours, slightly longer than

one Mars rotational period, to solve the solar wind-Mars interaction in a time-dependent,

non-steady-state manner. As shown inMa et al. [2014b], the model results of the magnetic

field (with the combination of the intrinsic crustal field and the induced field) agree well

with the MGS measurements along its 12 orbits during 16 May 2005. The model-data

agreement convincingly demonstrates that our time-dependent MHD model possesses a

firm physical foundation for us to quantify the crustal field control, particularly from a

global perspective.

A movie of the MHD results showing the dynamic interaction of the Mars system with

the solar wind has been created and included in the supporting information of this paper.

It is worth stressing that because of the constant impact of the solar wind and solar

radiation, the perturbation in the near-Mars space environment ultimately arises from
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the continuously rotating crustal field in this case study. Such the model configuration

allows us to focus on the controlling effects of the Mars crustal magnetic field.

3. The Model-Derived Plasma Boundaries

As revealed by Fang et al. [2015], the plasma boundary locations provide important in-

formation for assessing the effects of the crustal field on global atmospheric loss. However,

prior to that recent study, a simplistic axial symmetry assumption has been commonly

adopted, and little is known about the actual 3-D snapshots of the boundaries. Unlike

previous boundary identification, which mostly has been manually conducted along satel-

lite tracks on a case by case basis, Fang et al. [2015] introduced a physics-based algorithm

to automatically determine the 3-D IMB and BS locations using the gradient distribution

derived from the MHD calculated plasma speed. The IMB and BS positions are obtained

by scanning in the spherical and cylindrical radial directions (on the dayside and on the

nightside, respectively) for peak locations of plasma speed gradients (|∇U|). To the best

of our knowledge, this is the first time the 3-D structures of the boundaries at Mars are

identified without adopting an axial symmetry assumption. Here we apply the algorithm

to quantify the boundary locations and their dynamics during the specific quiet event.

Figure 1 shows the IMB and BS locations in the terminator plane and at the subsolar

point as well as their terminator cross section areas and dayside volumes, at a cadence of

20 min (corresponding to planetary rotation of ∼ 5◦). These results are organized with

respect to the longitude of the subsolar point, which continuously changes with time in

an opposite direction of planetary rotation. Note that the strongest crustal field region

is at about 178◦E and 53◦S in geographic coordinates, and the initial subsolar point at 0

UT is placed at 58.9◦W and 13.0◦S (refer to Figure 2 of Fang et al. [2015]).
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We calculate the mean boundary distance in the terminator plane, ⟨RT ⟩, which is given

by

⟨RT ⟩ =
1

2π

∫ 2π

φ=0
RT (φ) dφ, (1)

where φ stands for the clock angle about the Sun-Mars line. RT is the radial distance of

the boundaries at X=0 as a function of φ, where the subscript ’T’ means terminator. The

boundary cross section area at the terminator, σT , which is calculated beyond the MHD

inner spherical boundary by following

σT =
1

2

∫ 2π

φ=0
RT (φ)

2 dφ − πR2
0, (2)

where R0=1.03 RM is the equivalent planetocentric distance at 100 km altitude. RM

stands for the mean Martian radius of 3396 km.

One prominent feature for both the IMB and BS is their spatial asymmetry, which

dynamically changes as seen in Figure 1. Using a simple definition of (RTmax−RTmin)/⟨RT⟩,

the overall asymmetry of the terminator distances varies between 10% and 32% for the

IMB and between 4% and 14% for the BS during the planetary rotation. Because of being

located at significantly lower altitudes, it is not surprising to see that the IMB is subject

to more influence by the crustal magnetic field and thus exhibits a greater level of spatial

asymmetry than the BS. Moreover, the asymmetry is more significant when the strongest

crustal field region moves onto the dayside in comparison with that on the nightside. For

instance, the boundary asymmetry is the greatest when the subsolar longitude is 228◦ for

the IMB and 252◦ for the BS, respectively.

As shown in Figure 1, there are roughly double-peak responses during the specific

simulation event, not only for the boundary distances and the cross section areas in the
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terminator plane, but also for the bounded volumes on the dayside. The peaks occur

approximately when the strongest crustal field region is close to the dawn or to the dusk.

By contrast, the subsolar distances of the boundaries are displaced the most outward when

the strongest field region is near noon. A straightforward inference from the different

behaviors at the terminator and at the subsolar point is that the crustal field affects more

efficiently the local boundary locations despite its global influence. Another important

inference is that the boundaries are not rigid or easily described by geometry. They not

only move but also flare and deform in a dynamic manner. Figure 1 underscores that the

widely adopted axially-symmetric conic section model would miss the full complexity of

the boundary shapes, and at the same time highlights our model capability of capturing

the global boundary snapshots and their dynamics.

Figures 1b and 1d show pronounced north-south and dawn-dusk asymmetries in both of

the boundaries. The averaged terminator distances in the Southern Hemisphere generally

are greater than those in the Northern Hemisphere, which is consistent with previous

observations [e.g., Crider et al., 2002; Dubinin et al., 2008; Edberg et al., 2008]. This

is almost valid no matter what orientation of the planet toward the Sun is. On the

other hand, the dawn-dusk asymmetry is highly dependent on the local time of crustal

magnetic anomalies. Roughly speaking, when the strongest crustal field region is on

the duskside (approximately for subsolar longitude between 0◦ and 180◦), the duskside

mean distances at the terminator are greater than those on the dawnside. Vice versa

occurs when the strongest crustal region is on the dawnside. Note that the dawn-dusk

asymmetry is not symmetric with respect to the subsolar longitude of 180◦. That is,

the difference of ⟨RT ⟩dusk − ⟨RT ⟩dawn when the subsolar longitude is less than 180◦ is
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noticeably larger than ⟨RT ⟩dawn − ⟨RT ⟩dusk during the other part of the rotation period.

For the BS, this phenomenon may in part be explained by the dependence of the shock

geometry on the upstream IMF direction. For our specific case of IMF BX=1.6 nT and

BY=-2.5 nT, quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular shocks form in the dawn and dusk

sectors, respectively. It has been found that quasi-parallel shocks tend to be located at

lower altitudes than quasi-perpendicular shocks [Zhang et al., 1991; Vignes et al., 2002;

Fang et al., 2015]. Another important finding in Figure 1 is that both the north-south

and dawn-dusk asymmetries significantly decrease when the strongest crustal field region

moves from the dayside to the nightside, which results from the reduced involvement of

the crustal field in the interaction with the impinging solar wind.

The 3-D boundary results enable us to estimate the error when making an axial sym-

metry assumption. Our calculations show that the projected terminator distances, which

are obtained by fitting the entire dayside boundary locations with conic section shapes

(hereinafter denoted as Rcs
T ), are reasonably close to the accurately calculated mean dis-

tances (i.e., ⟨RT ⟩ from equation (1)). The difference between Rcs
T and ⟨RT ⟩ for the IMB

ranges between -0.012 RM and 0.080 RM during the rotation period in our specific case,

with a mean of 0.020 RM and a standard deviation of 0.019 RM . The difference for the

BS is slightly smaller, ranging between -0.030 RM and 0.057 RM with a mean of 0.017

RM and a standard deviation of 0.015 RM . However, on the other hand, Rcs
T is unable to

describe the axially-asymmetric boundary positions RT (φ). The resulting percentage er-

rors, (Rcs
T -RT (φ))/RT (φ), are significant, varying between -16.5% and 19.9% for the IMB

and between -7.7% and 7.5% for the BS. It is seen again that the IMB is more asymmetric

than the BS.
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The numerical work of Fang et al. [2015] shows a strong correlation between the IMB

cross section area at the terminator and the effective area of transterminator flow for all

major planetary heavy ions. Therefore, quantifying the terminator cross section area σT

as well as its time variation offers a clue to inferring the variability of atmospheric loss.

Undoubtedly, an accurate evaluation of σT relies on a detailed knowledge of the simul-

taneous boundary positions at the terminator RT (φ), which can be derived from global

calculations but is unavailable for direct observations at present. σT is also difficult to

estimate in a statistical manner. The complex and dynamically varying spatial asymme-

try in the boundaries, together with significant spread in statistically obtained boundary

crossing positions, make for considerable uncertainty in assessing σT . Nevertheless, our

numerical results as presented in Figures 2a and 2b reveal the existence of a linear re-

lationship between σT and ⟨RT⟩, although the exact physics behind this relationship is

unknown and needs a future study. It is suggested that we may use ⟨RT⟩ as a proxy of

σT in order to explore the time variation of atmospheric loss. This is practically useful

because the boundary distance at the terminator (at one clock angle φ at one time) is

realistically measurable or derivable through extrapolation, and therefore ⟨RT⟩ may be

statistically obtained if boundary crossings are approximately uniformly distributed in φ.

In addition, Figure 2c shows that the displacement of the BS varies with the crustal field

rotation in a similar phase as the IMB, which seems to conflict with the weak crustal field

control of the BS as implied by previous work. We will discuss in more detail in Section

6 regarding this puzzle.

In order to quantitatively describe the crustal field control of the boundary mean dis-

tances or cross section areas in the terminator plane, it is desired to have a scalar quantity
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to summarize the multi-dimensional field distribution. As discussed above, the commonly

used subsolar longitude is merely a part of a location indicator and is not directly repre-

sentative of the crustal field strength. A physically meaningful alternative is desired. For

this purpose, we introduce a new parameter called ’scaled terminator pressure’ (PST) to

represent the intrinsic crustal field intensity at 400 km altitude over a broad solar zenith

angle (SZA) range. We empirically divide the crustal field distribution into 6 SZA zones

and allow them to have different contributions. PST is assumed to follow the formula

below:

PST(t) =
6∑

i=1

PSTi
(t)

=
6∑

i=1

fi · ⟨PB(t)⟩1/6i (3)

where t is time, i stands for one of the 6 SZA zones, and the coefficient fi reflects their

weights.

⟨PB⟩i in the above equation represents the normal crustal magnetic pressure averaged

by area over each SZA zone, which is given by

⟨PB(t)⟩i =

∫ αi2
α=αi1

∫ 2π
φ=0 PB(α, φ, t) sinα dαdφ∫ αi2
α=αi1

∫ 2π
φ=0 sinα dαdφ

=

∫ αi2
α=αi1

∫ 2π
φ=0

B2
0(α,φ,t)

2µ0
sinα dαdφ

2π(cosαi1 − cosαi2)
(4)

where α stands for the SZA, αi1 and αi2 are the SZA limits of zone i, φ is the clock

angle about the Sun-Mars line. The purpose of the integration over φ here is to average

the crustal field distribution along the clock angle direction, considering that the mean

distance of the boundaries is the result of the integration over φ as shown in equation (1).

B0 is the crustal magnetic field strength at 400 km altitude calculated from the Arkani-

Hamed [2001] model. Within the context of the Mars-solar wind interaction, it is more
c⃝2017 American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.



helpful to know the crustal field distribution in the MSO coordinate system than that

in the planet-fixed geographic coordinate system. Accordingly, although the geographic

distribution of the crustal field remains unchanged, its MSO distribution as a function of

α and φ continuously varies with time. In addition, our preceding study of Fang et al.

[2015] showed that using different altitudes (200 km, 400 km, or 600 km) to calculate

area-averaged crustal magnetic pressure essentially made no difference in the explanation

of its dayside shielding effect on ion loss.

The purpose of adding the 1/6 power to ⟨PB⟩i in equation (3) is to make the magnetic

strength approximately linearly related with the boundary height. A technical approach

to represent the complex Mars crustal field distribution is to use a superposition of many

dipole sources near the surface [e.g., Purucker et al., 2000]. Since the strength of a dipole

field drops off with radius as 1/r3, the magnetic pressure accordingly varies as 1/r6.

Assuming a pressure balance across the plasma boundaries, their standoff distances are

thus not linearly related to the low-altitude crustal magnetic pressure but instead tend

to approximately follow the 1/6 power of the pressure. In our empirical function of PST,

we take this nonlinearity into account and incorporate any necessary adjustments from

the realistic crustal field distribution into the weight fi specification. Because of the

application of a 1/6 power, PST is related with but not exactly in units of pressure.

It is seen that in equation (3) there are 18 parameters to optimise: αi1, αi2, and fi

(i=1, ..., 6). Since no gap is assumed between the SZA zones (i.e., αi2 = α(i+1)1), the

number of the unknowns reduces to 13. To specify them, we take a brute-force approach

by extensively testing a vast number of combinations of possible SZA zone divisions and

weight specifications. The optimal solution is selected when the obtained PST(t) has
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the best time series correlation with both the IMB and BS mean terminator distances:

⟨RT⟩IMB(t), ⟨RT⟩BS(t). As it turns out, the SZA zones are optimally set to be 0◦-15◦, 15◦-

40◦, 40◦-50◦, 50◦-65◦, 65◦-90◦, and 90◦-130◦. That is, the region where the crustal field

control is considered covers the entire dayside region plus 40◦ past the terminator. The

optimal weight for each zone is normalized with respect to the zones near the terminator:

fi=0.75, 0.20, 0.50, 0.35, 1.0, and 1.0, when i=1, ..., 6. Due to the empirical nature of

this approach, the solution may not be unique. For example, increasing the number of

SZA zones is expected to be helpful, which, however, is practically hard and subject to

combinatorially increasing demands on computational time. Nevertheless, as long as the

general format of the PST definition holds, our basic conclusions remain valid, which is

more important than the adjustable parameter specification itself.

It is worth emphasizing that the scaled terminator pressure PST is solely determined by

the intrinsic crustal field distribution. Whenever the Mars orientation with respect to the

Sun is known and so is B0(α, φ, t), PST can be calculated following equations (3) and (4).

In other words, the (nearly) global crustal field distribution can be summarized into the

scalar quantity at any given time.

The top panels of Figure 3 show the time variation of the calculated PST and its individ-

ual SZA zone components, whose relative importance is demonstrated by their percentage

to the total (i.e., PSTi
/PST, in dotted lines). It is seen that during most of the time of

this specific simulation case, the combined adjacent PST components near the terminator

(SZA 65◦-90◦ plus 90◦-130◦, black line) dominate over the combination of all the other

dayside components. Recalling that the main purpose of the PST introduction is to under-

stand the crustal field control on the boundaries at the terminator, the domination of the
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near-terminator PST components is consistent with our previous observation in Figure 1

that the crustal field is more effective in local control of the boundaries despite its global

influence. Moreover, the relative importance of the PST components in different SZA zones

is dynamic in nature. For instance, as the strongest crustal field region approaches noon

at ∼8 UT, the terminator/dayside components of PST significantly weaken/strengthen,

respectively. The contribution of the terminator components to the total PST (in black

dotted line) drops from ∼ 60% to as low as ∼ 40% at ∼8 UT.

Figure 3b compares the MHD-independent PST (combination of all 6 zone components)

against the model derived IMB mean distance ⟨RT ⟩ and cross section area σT at the

terminator as a function of time. Their correlation is evaluated in detail through the

scatter plot in Figure 3c. The achieved correlation coefficients of about 0.75 are strong

and statistically significant, indicating that the empirically defined PST is a useful proxy,

whose value changes closely in line with the boundary location at the terminator over

time.

It should be pointed out that previous studies tended to focus on and emphasize the

crustal field local effect by attempting to relate boundary locations with local magnetic

anomalies. It is thus necessary to quantitatively examine whether the crustal field local

control dominates or whether its global influence is equally important. In contrast with

using the global crustal field distribution through PST in Figure 3c, we explore in Figure 3d

the relationship between ⟨RT ⟩ and the local field strength explicitly. If using only the

combined terminator components of PST, the correlation turns out to be very weak. We

also examine a simpler and more straightforward approach by calculating the normal

crustal magnetic pressure near the terminator region by substituting into equation (4)
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with α1=85◦ and α2=95◦, and a weak correlation is seen again. It is concluded that the

crustal field has important global influence on plasma boundary locations. The strength

of the local crustal field alone cannot explain the variation of the mean boundary distance

at all.

In Figure 4, we extend the correlation analysis between PST and ⟨RT ⟩ and σT for the

IMB to that for the BS. Note that PST only depends on the intrinsic crustal field distribu-

tion and thus remains unchanged from what has been shown in Figure 3. The correlation

coefficients for the BS are slightly higher, which are 0.82. The difference in correlation

coefficients may be in part due to a relatively greater uncertainty in determining the IMB

than the BS from the MHD results. As demonstrated in Figure 4 of Fang et al. [2015],

the spatial gradients of plasma quantities (such as flow speed, magnetic field magnitude,

magnetic pressure, and thermal pressure) have consistent peak locations in association

with BS identification. Near the IMB location, the gradient distributions are of consid-

erable complexity, usually showing multiple peaks except for the flow speed. While it is

a reasonable choice to associate the prominent peak of the flow speed gradient with the

IMB location, further study is needed for uncertainty assessment.

These results provide support for and strengthen the suggestion that the shape and

location of the plasma boundaries are affected by the global crustal field distribution

when the external solar conditions are stable. The boundary location at the terminator

is determined not only by the local crustal field but also by the distribution over the

entire dayside, although different SZA zones exert different influence. This actually is

expected as it makes physical sense to see that the boundary perturbation by the crustal

field at the upstream propagates down the stream and affects the boundary there. From
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the empirical definition of PST as shown in Figure 3a, we are able to quantitatively argue

that the crustal field near the terminator region of 65◦-130◦ in SZA is a major but not

the only factor (mostly 60% but sometimes 40% in our specific case) in determining the

mean terminator distance for both the IMB and BS. In addition, it should be pointed

out that PST, ⟨RT ⟩, and σT are all reduced/averaged quantities. While our present work

generally reveals their inherent dependence, it requires future efforts to directly connect

the simultaneous 3-D imaging of the boundaries with the crustal field at low altitudes.

4. The Crustal Field Control of Global Ion Loss

The quantitative description of the crustal field control of the plasma boundaries as

shown above is important for an in-depth understanding of the interaction processes at

work between the solar wind and the Mars obstacle. As suggested by the recent findings of

Fang et al. [2015], the boundary variation has an important implication for the variation

of the integrated amount of tailward escaping ions. In that preceding work, we came up

with an empirical function to combine the dayside and terminator control effects of the

crustal field and used it to successfully predict total loss rates for all the major planetary

heavy ions (O+
2 , O

+, CO+
2 ). The connection was achieved by taking advantage of the IMB-

bounded dayside volume. Apparently, one drawback of that empirical function is the lack

of a direct connection between the loss rates and the crustal field distribution, because at

that time little was known about the details of how the boundary location (specifically,

IMB cross section area in the terminator plane) was controlled by the inhomogeneous

crustal field. Since the gap is now filled in as seen in Figure 3c, we are ready to develop

a more straightforward method to predict loss rate changes by using directly the crustal

field distribution.
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Prompted by Fang et al. [2015], we introduce a new quantity called ’scaled effective

pressure’ PEff, which is defined as

PEff(t) = −PSD(t−∆ts) + PST(t), (5)

where PST is the scaled terminator pressure as described by equation (3), and PSD is ’scaled

dayside pressure’ given by

PSD(t) = ⟨PB(t)⟩1/6SZA<45

=


∫ π/4
α=0

∫ 2π
φ=0

B2
0(α,φ,t)

2µ0
sinα dαdφ

(2−
√
2)π


1/6

(6)

That is, PSD is defined to be the area-averaged crustal magnetic pressure (at 400 km

altitude over a relatively broad subsolar region of 0◦-45◦ in SZA) to the power of 1/6.

Due to the time lag of the dayside process in regulating global ion loss as recognized by

Fang et al. [2015], we add a constant, species-dependent time delay ∆ts into equation

(5), which has been empirically set to be ∆t=0.6 h for O+, 2.3 h for O+
2 and CO+

2 , and

2.1 h for total heavy ions. Other than that, the definition of PEff is solely dependent on

the intrinsic crustal field distribution in MSO and independent of our MHD model. The

time-varying PEff and its dayside and terminator components are presented at a cadence

of 4 min in the left column of Figure 5.

A few notes are made here for the PEff definition. First, the signs of its dayside and

terminator components, PSD and PST, are opposite. Consistent with Fang et al. [2015],

this reflects the underlying difference in the effects of the crustal field in different regions

from a view of atmospheric loss. The dayside crustal field mainly has a shielding effect,

inhibiting the extent to which the solar wind penetrates into and interacts with the upper

atmosphere/ionosphere. The higher the crustal field strength confronting the solar wind
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on the dayside is, the less the overlap between the solar wind and planetary neutrals

becomes, and the smaller the total ion abundance that is stripped away by the solar wind

is. In contrast, the terminator counterpart has an escape-fostering effect, displaying a

positive correlation with ion loss. As illustrated by Fang et al. [2015], the IMB cross

section area σT at the terminator is positively related with the transterminator ion flow

area. Figure 3c shows that PST is an excellent proxy of σT and therefore its variation

positively reflects somewhat the day-night connection as suggested by Fang et al. [2015],

although the details of the physical mechanism responsible for this escape-fostering effect

await further investigation.

Second, while there is no need for adding a time lag into the terminator component PST,

a species-dependent time delay ∆ts has to be incorporated into the dayside component PSD

in order to achieve the optimal correlation analysis results as shown in the right column

of Figure 5. This delay reflects the combination of two time scales during the process

of atmospheric erosion. One of the time scales is associated with the response of the

Mars system to the pressure imbalance caused by the rotating crustal field, including the

perturbation in ionospheric composition and dynamics and in the induced magnetic field

distribution. Ma et al. [2014a] found that under the impact of a disturbed solar wind ram

pressure, unlike the near-Mars environment at high altitudes exhibiting a fast response,

the low-altitude ionosphere responds quickly at the beginning but needs hours to recover

to a quasi-equilibrium state. The other time scale is related with the time required for the

planetary ions of the dayside origin to transport to the nightside for escape. As noted by

Fang et al. [2015], the dayside-averaged Alfven speed in the ionosphere generally decreases

with decreasing altitude to as low as about 1 km/s near the peak altitude. It is worth
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emphasizing that these two time scales are involved with nonlinear physical processes,

which are not isolated but interplay with each other. Consistent with these coherent

pictures, we note that the time delay for O+ is significantly shorter than that for O+
2 and

CO+
2 . This can be explained by the fact that O+ is relatively lighter and thus dominant

in abundance at higher altitudes than the other heavier ions.

Third, the crustal field distribution on the dayside has competing effects in the control

of atmospheric loss as implicitly seen in equation (5). The field strength within the

SZA range of 0◦-45◦ appears in the definitions of both PSD and PST. In other words, the

crustal field that directly faces the impinging solar wind not only has a shielding effect of

protecting the ionosphere/atmosphere from the solar wind stripping, but also exerts an

escape-fostering effect by pushing the plasma boundaries farther away from the surface to

facilitate ion transport to the nightside. The overall effect is the shielding effect, although

the competition between these two opposite effects is dynamic in nature due to planetary

rotation. We have conducted a separate MHD simulation under the identical conditions

except that no crustal field is included. The results of the hypothetical calculation show

greatly enhanced atmospheric loss rates if there is no crustal field protection: 1.43×1024,

2.94×1024, and 2.42×1023 per sec for O+, O+
2 , and CO+

2 , respectively.

Figure 5 shows that the empirically defined, crustal field determined PEff is successful

in describing the general trend of the time variation of globally integrated planetary ion

loss. The correlation coefficients range from 0.75 to 0.82 for all the major heavy ions.

These are statistically significant with extremely low p-values, considering that the data

points are surveyed every 4 min over the 26-hour simulation time period. It is shown

that approximately 56%-67% of the variability of total atmospheric loss can be accounted
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for simply by the variability of the crustal field distribution in MSO, given that other

intermediate processes (most likely nonlinear, such as ionospheric and induced magnetic

field feedback) are not explicitly included in the correlation analysis.

5. Comparison with MAVEN Observations

The main purpose of this section is to test our empirically derived, physics-based algo-

rithm with the observations from NASA Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN mission

(MAVEN) [Jakosky et al., 2015]. Because of the difficulty in evaluating atmospheric loss

and its variability at a short time scale, we focus our model-data comparison on plasma

boundary locations at the terminator. In this study, we compare our MHD-derived predic-

tion with the MAVEN-observed variability of the BS but not the IMB, due to the following

considerations. First, there is significant uncertainty in defining the lower boundary of

the magnetosheath, and the relationship between the IMB and MPB remains poorly un-

derstood. Second, sometimes there is an ambiguity in our numerical identification of the

IMB near the subsolar region (see Figure 4 of Fang et al. [2015], and the discussions in

the text). Third, the recent MAVEN observation from J. Gruesbeck et al. (Martian-solar

wind interaction boundaries as observed by MAVEN, paper presented at 2015 American

Geophysical Union Fall Meeting, San Francisco, California, 2015) suggests that the MPB

has a significant thickness comparable to or even larger than that of the BS. Therefore,

The relative error in comparing the IMB/MPB location becomes significantly higher than

for the BS.

In this work, we adopt the MAVEN-observed BS locations by Masunaga et al. [2016],

which have been manually identified by examining ion energy spectra from the Solar Wind

Ion Analyzer (SWIA) instrument [Halekas et al., 2015] and magnetic field measurements
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from the magnetometer (MAG) instrument [Connerney et al., 2015]. The boundary cross-

ing is determined to be associated with a shocked solar wind from upstream conditions

together with intensified magnetic field strength and disturbance [see Masunaga et al.,

2016]. The data coverage starts from the early phase of MAVEN science operations on

November 2014 through April 2016.

Figure 6 shows the MAVEN BS crossing in the aberrated, classic MSO and Mars-Solar-

Electric field (MSE) coordinate systems. The convection electric field direction, which is

needed for the transformation to MSE coordinates, is estimated using the IMF measured

by MAG and averaged on an orbit-by-orbit basis. Each boundary crossing position is

color coded by the corresponding SWIA-measured, orbit-averaged solar wind dynamic

pressure upstream of the BS [Halekas et al., 2017]. The data shown in the left column are

organized in cylindrical coordinates relative to the Mars-Sun line, and the right column

shows the locations after being projected to the terminator plane under a conic section

shape assumption: r = L/(1 + ϵ cos θ). L is the semi-latus rectum, ϵ is the eccentricity.

Polar coordinates (r, θ) are the distance and angle determined with respect to the focus

at the Mars-Sun line at X = X0.

To describe the average BS shape, we consider only the crossings on the dayside: X≥-

0.1 RM and SZA ≥ 5◦. The data exclusion is made to prevent the probable bias due to

the limitation in the MAVEN orbital coverage as seen in Figure 6a/6c. The results of

our conic section fit are X0=0.42 RM , L=2.303 RM , and ϵ=0.872. As shown in Figure 6,

the fit to the MAVEN data on the dayside is remarkably close to that of Vignes et al.

[2000], which is based on MGS observations. Because our averaged BS shape is less flared
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(comparing to ϵ=1.03 for the BS by Vignes et al. [2000]), the discrepancy between the

two empirical fits gradually becomes significant down the tail.

In Figure 6b, the north-south asymmetry is pronounced in the mean BS terminator

distance, which is obtained by extrapolating the MAVEN data points using the new

conic section fit (by adjusting L values with X0 and ϵ fixed). The distance in the MSO

Southern Hemisphere is located farther by 0.14 RM on average, which is significant in

statistics according to Student’s t-test. While not directly comparable, this observed

difference is reasonably consistent with the model results in Figure 1d (compare blue

and red lines). The asymmetry is often attributed to the fact that the crustal field in

the Southern Hemisphere is significantly stronger. There are a few other factors that

may also contribute to this difference in the data, including limited spatial coverage and

unconstrained solar wind and solar EUV conditions.

After being organized in the MSE coordinate system in Figure 6d, the data points ba-

sically are uniformly distributed in the terminator plane. To ensure a meaningful and

reasonable model-data comparison at X=0, we limit usable data points to those having

comparable external conditions when the solar wind dynamic pressure deviates from the

model input of 1.07 nPa by less than 0.5 nPa. In addition, we neglect the data points

on the nightside (X<-0.1 RM) and over the subsolar region (SZA < 5◦) in order to make

extrapolation bias and errors, respectively, as low as possible. The final data points suit-

able for comparison are shown in Figures 6e and 6f, where the seemly reverse north-south

asymmetry (actually in the convection electric field direction in MSE) in the averaged RT

is statistically insignificant according to Student’s t-test.
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Figure 7 shows the reorganization of the MAVEN-derived BS distance to the Mars-Sun

line in the terminator plane (as in Figure 6f), in terms of the empirical parameter of

PST (as defined in equations (3) and (4)). It is stressed that our empirical results are

limited to predicting the general control of the crustal field. It is the averaged terminator

distance (⟨RT ⟩, scalar) but not the simultaneous positions in the terminator plane (RT (φ),

1-D matrix) that can be empirically related with PST at present. Therefore, we have to

statistically derive mean boundary distances from these single point measurements, which

are scattered over the terminator plane, before a meaningful comparison can be made.

While scattering over a wide PST range, the data points are significantly concentrated

at higher values. To ensure a reasonable statistics, we sort the 936 data points into

two groups. For the dense data points at PST ≥2.5, we divide them into 10 uniformly

distributed fine bins, within which the number of data points is overall satisfactory. For

the sparse data points at PST <2.5, we use 5 coarse bins to organize the data. The MAVEN

sparse coverage at the low PST values prevents us from deriving a statistically convincing

conclusion, but is still useful to demonstrate a general trend of ⟨RT ⟩ with respect to PST.

By eyeballing the figure, we can see a trend change from a flat slope in the low PST part to

a significantly inclined slope approximately when PST is greater than 2.5. In what follows,

we will make a quantitative comparison of the observations against the model results.

We apply two ways to derive ⟨RT ⟩ values from single RT measurements to facilitate

a direct comparison. The first approach is to calculate arithmetic means within each of

the PST bins, as marked by red diamonds in the figure. The validity of this procedure

is based on the assumption that the data points in a bin are adequately representative

of the 1-D RT (φ) distribution. A careful examination (not presented here) shows that
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the data points are approximately uniformly scattered on the Y − Z plane within each

of these coarse and fine bins. The second method of calculating the mean is to further

divide the data points within a bin into eight 45◦-clock angle sectors on the Y −Z plane,

calculate the median value within each sector, and then obtain the arithmetic average of

these medians. The purpose of this method is to eliminate possible bias resulting from

nonuniform clustering of the data points in clock angle φ. The results are indicated by

the blue circles in Figure 7. It is seen that these two approaches yield close results,

supporting that the data points within the PST bins widely spread in clock angle after

being transformed from MSO to the more physically meaningful MSE and thus are well

representative of RT (φ).

In Figure 7, we perform a linear fit to the mean values that are derived from the

MAVEN observations, separately for the data points with PST values lower or higher than

2.5. These experimental PST−⟨RT ⟩ relationships, shown in red/blue lines, can be directly

compared with the model prediction in dashed green line (as previously shown by the

blue line in Figure 4b). It should be pointed out that the model results are obtained

from a specific simulation case, in which PST varies within a limited range. Therefore,

we limit the model-data comparison to the high PST part. A quick glance shows that the

red/blue solid lines and the green dashed line are significantly separated. Nevertheless, it

has been noted that the solar radiation condition when the MAVEN measurements were

made differs from what is used in the numerical simulation. In this study, we choose

to compare the F10.7 solar radio flux rather than to use the dedicated solar radiation

measurement from the MAVEN Extreme Ultraviolet Monitor (EUVM) [Eparvier et al.,

2015]. There are a few considerations for this choice. First, it is the F10.7 index that the
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MHD model currently uses to specify the photoionization rate. For the specific simulation

case under solar minimum, the scaled F10.7 at Mars has been set to be 38.8. Second, the

statistical study of Edberg et al. [2009], which quantifies the impact of solar radiation on

boundary locations, uses F10.7 as the proxy of solar EUV. Therefore, it is F10.7 rather

than sophisticated MAVEN/EUVM data products that serves to facilitate model-data

comparisons.

To estimate the F10.7 intensity for the MAVEN observations, we extrapolate the Earth-

based index to the Mars orbit by considering solar radiation decrease in the heliocen-

tric distance as well as the angular separation between Earth and Mars [e.g., Thiemann

et al., 2016]. The solar radiation flux is assumed to fall off by the 1/d2 law, where d

is the distance from the Sun. Using the difference in heliocentric longitude between the

two planets, the F10.7 value is shifted in time to take into account the solar rotation

change. After making these two adjustments on a point-by-point basis, we obtain the

scaled F10.7 values associated with the MAVEN data points used in Figure 7, which have

a mean value of ⟨F10.7⟩=55.7 at Mars. Substituting the F10.7 numbers (38.8/55.7 for the

model/observation, respectively) into the empirical relationship as in Figure 10a of Edberg

et al. [2009], we would roughly expect an average 9% enhancement on the model-calculated

BS terminator distance if the model solar EUV input were enhanced to the same level as

in the MAVEN observations. The adjusted model prediction is shown in solid green line

in Figure 7.

In light of the considerations discussed above, we are ready to make comparisons in

Figure 7 more appropriately between the solid green line from the model and the solid

red/blue lines (not single data points) from MAVEN. As can be seen, these results are
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in reasonably good agreement. Many factors need to be considered to understand or

interpret the model-data discrepancy. For example, the model results are obtained for

a specific quiet solar wind event with a fixed subsolar latitude, while the observations

include a variety of external conditions and crustal field orientation (including subsolar

longitude/latitude) conditions. Moreover, the boundary dependence on solar EUV or F10.7

is still not well understood. In addition, our model calculated ⟨RT ⟩ is the average over

the 1-D distribution of RT (φ) exactly in the terminator plane. By contrast, the MAVEN

⟨RT ⟩ observations include many dayside boundary crossings through projection to the

terminator plane by assuming a single conic section shape, which is a procedure commonly

used to increase statistics. The statistics will be improved when more MAVEN data are

available near the terminator as the mission goes on and/or other mission measurements

(like Mars Express) are added.

For PST values lower than 2.5, although our current numerical work does not cover this

parameter range, the observation of the MAVEN results in Figure 7 suggests that ⟨RT ⟩

is almost unaffected by PST. While it is questionable whether the statistics for these low

PST value data suffices, it makes physical sense to see a flat slope when the crustal field

control is weak and then an inclined slope after a threshold is reached. If such a picture is

real, it suggests that when the crustal field is weak (in terms of the control on terminator

boundary locations), the plasma boundary is mainly maintained by the other processes

like the ionosphere and the induced magnetic field. The influence of the intrinsic crustal

field gradually increases and becomes important or even dominant only after PST is beyond

a threshold value of ∼2.5. The black curve in Figure 7 shows an exponential fit to all the

mean data points, illustrating a nonlinear relationship of ⟨RT ⟩ over a broad PST range.
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6. Discussion

Our time-dependent MHD simulation results as shown in Section 3 illustrate that the

crustal field controls the shape and location of the plasma boundaries on a global scale,

for not only the IMB but also the BS. Both boundaries significantly respond to the con-

tinuous rotation of Mars intrinsic crustal magnetic anomalies, even if the external drivers

(i.e., solar wind and solar EUV) remain unchanged. It is argued that the location of a

single point at the planet, including the widely used subsolar longitude, is incapable of

representing the multidimensional spatial distribution of the crustal field. This has moti-

vated us to develop the empirical parameter of PST to connect the crustal field distribution

with boundary locations.

There seems at first glance to be an inconsistency between our findings and previous

data analysis. Our results clearly demonstrate the crustal field control, since the external

driving is static in our simulation setup. However, the earlier data analyses [Slavin et al.,

1991; Vignes et al., 2002; Mazelle et al., 2004; Edberg et al., 2008, 2009; Halekas et al.,

2017] had a different implication. By using longitudinal or subsolar longitudinal locations

to organize boundary distances, the early works found no compelling evidence that the BS

location had a discernible dependence on the crustal field distribution at low altitudes. To

solve this puzzle, we adopt the same data organization technique and have the MAVEN

results in Figure 8. Our observation is consistent with previous findings that the BS

is located farther away from the surface in the Southern Hemisphere than that in the

Northern Hemisphere, but its dependence on subsolar longitude is indeed not apparent.

Actually, the inconsistency issue is not as real as it seems. Previous observations and

ours in Figure 8 agree on a weak dependence on subsolar longitude. However, it would
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be problematic to further infer that there is a weak dependence of the BS location on

the crustal field orientation with respect to the Sun. This is because although subsolar

longitude is suitable for being a quick indicator of the crustal field position, it does not in-

clude all the needed information to fairly place the global crustal field distribution within

the Mars-solar wind interaction. For instance, subsolar latitude provides the complemen-

tary information of the subsolar point position, and equally importantly determines the

crustal field distribution as a function of SZA. The SZA distribution of the crustal field,

as suggested by our results in Figure 3 and Figure 4, is the key determinant of boundary

locations. The reason why we see strong crustal field control in Figure 1 and weak depen-

dence on subsolar longitude in Figure 8 at the same time can be explained as follows. The

statistical analysis in Figure 8 spans a broad time range including many seasons, which

means that the subsolar latitude associated with the data points within a subsolar longi-

tude bin may be significantly different. Note that the subsolar latitude in our numerical

simulation case is essentially fixed over one Mars rotation. As a consequence, it is the

mixing result that the statistical data organization as in previous studies and in Figure 8

actually demonstrates by including different crustal field controlling effects in response to

a variety of subsolar longitude-latitude configurations.

It has been shown in Figures 3 and 4 that the entire dayside region plus 40◦ past

the terminator are responsible for the plasma boundaries at the terminator (i.e., ⟨RT ⟩

and σT ), although the local region (65◦-130◦ in SZA) generally has more influence than

the dayside SZA zones. The weights fi in our empirical PST definition demonstrate a

complex, non-monotonous dependence on SZA. The irregular weight distribution can be

due to several reasons. First, the boundaries at lower SZAs generally located at lower
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altitudes, becoming more susceptible to the crustal field. On the other hand, the solar wind

dynamic pressure along the normal boundary direction generally increases with decreasing

SZA. The sensitivity of the boundary height to the perturbation in the local crustal field

strength reflects this competition. Second, it is the terminator distance that we currently

focus on, which means that the weights have implicitly included the projection effect

from the dayside to the terminator. If a conic section shape is a reasonable first-order

approximation (as shown in Figure 6), then a height shift of the boundaries at a lower

SZA would result in a greater shift at the terminator because of the SZA dependence of

the slope. All of these factors work together and ultimately make the SZA dependence of

the crustal field influence complicated.

In order to reasonably compare MAVEN measurements with our model prediction, we

have constrained external solar wind conditions to have a comparable dynamic pressure

Pdyn. The solar EUV effect has also been taken into account in our comparison. Besides

Pdyn, the magnetosonic Mach number MMS is another solar wind parameter that may

significantly affect the BS position [e.g., Edberg et al., 2009; Halekas et al., 2017]. In this

study, we choose to use Pdyn rather than MMS to constrain the MAVEN data. One reason

is that Pdyn has been more widely considered and used in the Mars science community

because of its relatively greater availability. For example, the Mars Express spacecraft

is not equipped with a magnetometer. By using the commonly adopted parameter, our

study is placed in a wider context and thus facilitates comparisons by future studies.

Another reason is that, the estimation of MMS requires additional knowledge of the IMF

and the solar wind ion and electron temperatures. While the IMF is directly measured

by the MAVEN MAG instrument, plasma temperature derivation has to be involved with
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many assumptions. By including extra data sets and associated errors and uncertainties,

using MMS does not necessarily lead to a more accurate analysis than using Pdyn in reality.

We realize that in order to have adequate MAVEN data points for the statistical analysis

in Figure 7, the solar wind Pdyn is constrained to a finite range between 0.57 and 1.57 nPa.

The variability together with other factors (including solar EUV, solar wind MMS, spatial

asymmetry of the BS) contribute to significant scatter of the data points in terms of RT .

Nevertheless, the general trend of the PST − ⟨RT ⟩ relationship, particularly the inclined

slope when PST ≥2.5, is believable for a couple of reasons. First, if the slope were not real

but mainly caused by the solar wind dynamic pressure or solar EUV, then there would

be a significant data bias that favors a lower Pdyn or a greater EUV flux for those data

points with a larger PST value. Our data examination has ruled out the possibility of such

a bias. Second, according to the empirical study of Edberg et al. [2009], the solar wind

Pdyn values of 0.57 and 1.57 nPa may cause a difference of 0.04 RM in RT on average. This

uncertainty is too small to account for the ∼0.3 RM difference in ⟨RT ⟩ between PST=2.5

and 2.8.

The crustal field distribution in this work is characterized by adopting the Arkani-

Hamed [2001] model, whose results at some places may deviate from MGS observations

[Cain et al., 2003]. It awaits future study to assess how the error/uncertainty with the

crustal field model affects our quantitative analysis. Nevertheless, our basic conclusions

are expected to remain valid, considering the satisfactory reproduction of the magnetic

field vector along the MGS orbits as demonstrated by Ma et al. [2014b].

The importance of the continuously rotating crustal field is convincingly illustrated

when external drivers are static. While not explicitly included in our empirical study,
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the other physical processes at work have been self-consistently included in our numerical

simulation of the Mars-solar wind interaction. For example, the ionosphere is continuously

perturbed on its dynamics, composition, and current system. The induced magnetic field

also dynamically changes. These intermediate processes are nonlinear and hard to be

quantitatively included in empirical formulae. Our results show that the intrinsic crustal

field change in MSO itself is important enough to account for the majority of the variability

(56% − 67%) in the mean boundary distances (Figures 3 and 4) and in total planetary

ion loss rates (Figure 5). It should be stressed that our empirical models are derived and

validated under specific external (solar wind plasma, IMF, and solar EUV) and internal

(subsolar latitude) conditions. While the results are expected to represent the general

control of the crustal field, future work is required to investigate in more detail how the

crustal field control varies within these parameter space.

7. Summary and Conclusion

We apply a time-dependent MHD simulation to investigate the 3-D Mars BS and IMB

and planetary ion loss as well as their dynamic changes with time. By applying the newly

developed 3-D boundary identification algorithm of Fang et al. [2015], we examine the

spatial asymmetry of the boundaries, with a focus on the terminator plane. It is found that

significant spatial asymmetry occurs. Our model confirms the well-expected hemispheric

asymmetry: the BS and IMB in the Southern Hemisphere are generally displaced at a

higher altitude due to the presence of significantly stronger crustal field regions. The

degree of the asymmetry is dynamic and generally stronger when the strongest crustal

field region rotates onto the dayside.
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Our results illustrate that the Mars crustal magnetic field has a clear and significant

influence on not only the IMB (which is consistent with previous studies) but also the

BS (which was unclear from previous work). Our detailed analysis suggests that widely

used subsolar longitude of the planet is insufficient for indicating the relative position of

the global crustal field distribution with respect to the Sun. Subsolar latitude provides

complementary information that is equally important for understanding the Mars-solar

wind interaction. Although all the studies to date (including our MAVEN data analysis

in this work) found no significant dependence of the BS distance on subsolar longitude,

this does not imply that the BS is not significantly influenced by the crustal field. In-

stead, our analysis has convincingly revealed the inherent controlling effect of the crustal

field, which simply does not manifest itself by organizing data in terms of subsolar longi-

tude. It is argued that using a local quantity like subsolar longitude would result in an

indiscernible/weak dependence showing up due to the mix of different subsolar latitude

scenarios, given that the subsolar latitude periodically migrates with season.

It is thus desired to have a physically meaningful parameter to represent the global

crustal field distribution. For this purpose, we brute force search over the model results

and introduce an empirical quantity called ’scaled terminator pressure’ PST. We divide

the dayside region at 400 km altitudes into 6 zones in terms of SZA within the range of

0◦-130◦, calculate the 1/6 power of the area-averaged crustal magnetic pressure for each

zone, and then sum them up using appropriate weighting factors. It is demonstrated

that the time variation of PST is closely correlated with the mean distances ⟨RT ⟩ and

the cross section areas σT for both the IMB and the BS in the terminator plane. The

empirical formula of PST suggests that the crustal field near the terminator region is a
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major but not the only factor in determining the aforementioned terminator quantities.

The crustal field distribution within the SZA of 65◦-130◦ generally accounts for ∼60% of

PST in the specific simulation case. The percentage may drop to ∼40% when the strongest

crustal field region moves close to the subsolar region. This implies that the crustal field

affects more the local boundary locations, despite its global influence. The model-derived

PST −⟨RT ⟩ relationship is further verified by comparison with MAVEN observations. It is

found that the PST−⟨RT ⟩ relationship over a wide PST is actually nonlinear. The influence

of the intrinsic crustal field gradually increases and becomes important or even dominant

only after PST is beyond a threshold value.

Finally, following Fang et al. [2015], we introduce another empirical quantity called

’scaled effective pressure’ PEff, which consists of two components. The terminator compo-

nent is PST, and the dayside component has a negative sign and is calculated using the

crustal field distribution over a broad subsolar region of 0◦-45◦ in SZA. Furthermore, the

dayside component is associated with a significant time lag when compared with ion loss:

0.6 h for O+, 2.3 h for O+
2 and CO+

2 , and 2.1 h for total ion loss. Our empirically defined

PEff, which is solely dependent on the crustal field distribution, accounts for 56% − 67%

variability of the globally integrated ion loss rates. All together, it is suggested that the

crustal field has two competing effects in controlling ion loss. One is the shielding effect

from the field on the dayside. The other is the escape-fostering effect from the field over

the entire dayside plus 40◦ past the terminator. The shielding effect negatively controls

the solar wind penetration, mass loading, and thus atmospheric stripping. The escape-

fostering effect positively affects the transterminator ion flow area and thus day-night

connection, although the underlying mechanism remains to be determined. These two
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effects coexist and compete with each other in finally controlling the time variation of

atmospheric erosion.
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Figure 1. The MHD-model-derived (top) IMB (top) and (bottom) BS locations as a function of
subsolar longitude during 16 May 2005. In the left column, the black lines show the mean boundary
distances (left axis) to the Sun-Mars line at the terminator, and the gray shaded areas are bounded by
the minimum and maximum terminator distances. The blue and red lines represent the terminator cross
section areas (SZA=90◦) and the bounded dayside volumes (SZA≤90◦), respectively, above the inner
MHD model boundary of 100 km altitude (right axis). In the right column, the terminator distances
averaged in the MSO Northern (ZMSO¿0, in blue) and Southern (ZMSO¡0, in red) Hemispheres and on
the dawnside (YMSO¡0, in green) and on the duskside (YMSO¿0, in brown) are shown. The magenta lines
with dots show the radial distances of the boundaries at the subsolar point for comparison. Note that
the BS subsolar distance has been shifted outward by 0.8 RM in order to fit the figure scale. The white
and black horizontal bars above each panel indicate time when the strongest crustal field region is on
the dayside and on the nightside, respectively.
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Figure 2. Scatter plots showing the correlation between the mean distance and the boundary

cross section area above 100 km altitude in the terminator plane for (a) the IMB and (b) the

BS. Panel (c) shows the scatter plot of the IMB terminator mean distance versus the BS mean

distance. Each symbol stands for the calculation results with a cadence of 20 min over one Mars

rotation period. The best fit regression lines and equations are provided.
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Figure 3. The scaled terminator pressure (PST) of the crustal magnetic field as empirically defined
in equantion (3), and its relationship with the IMB mean distance (⟨RT ⟩) and cross section area (σT ) at
the terminator. Panel (a) shows the time variation of the PST components in 6 SZA zones, whose ranges
and weights are marked above the panel. The black solid line represents the combined PST components
in two adjacent SZA zones near the terminator (i.e., 65◦-90◦ and 90◦-130◦). The dotted lines shows the
percentage of each component in relation to the total (right axis). Panel (b) shows the time variation of
PST in total (in black, left axis) as well as IMB ⟨RT ⟩ and σT (right axes in blue and red, respectively).
Panel (c) examines the correlation between PST and ⟨RT ⟩ (left axis in blue) and between PST and σT
(right axis in red), with the best fit results and correlation coefficients given. Panel (d) shows the scatter
plot of IMB ⟨RT ⟩ versus the combined PST terminator components (same as the black line in panel a,
see bottom scale in blue) as well as the normal crustal magnetic pressure averaged over a narrow SZA
range of 85◦-95◦ (top scale in black). The correlation coefficients are given in the panel.
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Figure 4. Similar to Figure 3b and Figure 3c but for the BS. The scaled terminator pressure

is the same as in Figure 3.
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PST
PEff

PSD

Figure 5. (from top to bottom) The correlation between the scaled effective pressure PEff as
empirically defined in equation (5) and the MHD-calculated loss rate for O+, O+

2 , CO
+
2 , and total ions,

respectively. In the left column, the black lines represent the ion loss rates integrated over a spherical
surface of 6 RM , with a scale on the left axis. The red lines represent PEff, while the solid blue and green
lines show its dayside and terminator components, PSD(t) and PST(t), respectively. The blue dotted lines
show the time-lagged PSD(t-∆ts). These scaled pressures are displayed using the right axis. In the right
column, the correlation is examined through scatter plots. The points are sampled every 4 min. The
best fit regression lines and the correlation coefficients are marked.
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Figure 6. The BS crossing of MAVEN (left) organized in cylindrical coordinates relative to the
Mars-Sun line and (right) extrapolated to the terminator plane assuming a conic section shape. The
top and middle panels are shown for all the BS crossings in the aberrated MSO and MSE coordinate
systems, respectively. The color of the symbols represents the orbit-averaged upstream solar wind
dynamic pressure Pdyn. The bottom panels are similar to the middle panels but for a subset of the BS
locations when Pdyn deviates from the upstream input of the MHD model by less than 0.5 nPa. In the
subset, we also exclude the boundary crossing that happens on the nightside (X≤-0.1 RM ) and over the
subsolar region (SZA ≤5◦). The number of data points is shown in the left column panels, while the
mean terminator distances in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are shown on the corners of the
right column panels. Our conic section fit to the MAVEN dayside observations and the Vignes et al.
[2000] model are superposed in solid and dashed lines, respectively, for reference. The parameters of
our fit are X0=0.42 RM , L=2.303 RM , and ϵ=0.872. The solar wind convection electric field direction
is marked in panels (d) and (f).
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2.50 < PST < 2.812.11 < PST < 2.50

Figure 7. The MAVEN-derived BS terminator distance (RT ) in Figure 6f is reorganized as a function
of the crustal field scaled terminator pressure (PST). For PST values lower/higher than 2.50, the data
points are sorted into 5 coarse bins and 10 fine bins, respectively. The red diamond positions correspond
to the center PST bin values and the arithmetic mean RT values of the data points therein, with the
standard errors of the mean shown as the error bars. The blue circles are similar but represent the mean
values of the median distances in 45◦-clock angle sectors on the Y -Z plane (see the text). The red and
blue solid lines are the best fit regression lines to the red and blue symbols in the fine bins, respectively.
The red and blue dashed lines are the fit to the mean positions in the coarse bins. The black curve is
the least square exponential fit to all the red diamonds, with the equation shown at the top left corner.
The dashed green line is the model predicted PST-⟨RT ⟩ relationship (as previously shown by the blue
line in Figure 4b), while the solid green line represents a 9% increase after taking into account the solar
EUV difference between the model and data.
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Figure 8. MAVEN-derived terminator distance of the BS versus subsolar longitude. The red

and blue dots represent the observations taking place in the MSO Southern and Northern Hemi-

spheres, respectively. The horizontal bars mark the mean values within 20◦ subsolar longitude

bins, with the colors of red/blue/black standing for the averaging in the Southern/Northern/all

Hemisphere, respectively. Note that the reverse order of the north-south asymmetry in the

40◦-60◦ bin is statistically insignificant according to Student’s t-test.
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